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ON METRIZABILITY OF COMPLETE MOORE SPACES

G. M. REED

This paper is concerned with the relationships between cer-
tain 'strong' completeness properties in Moore spaces and with
conditions under which Moore spaces satisfying these properties
are metrizable.

In [3], Heath showed that each regular T2-space which admits a
strongly complete semi-metric is a complete Moore space. Furthermore,
in [6], Heath established that each separable Moore space which ad-
mits a strongly complete semi-metric is metrizable. In [10], the
author defined strong star-screenability, a property shared by sepa-
rable spaces and metrizable spaces, and conjectured that separability
could be replaced by strong star-screenability in Heath's result. In
this paper, the author establishes relationships between different types
of completeness in Moore spaces and gives two new metrization
theorems for complete Moore spaces. From these results, it follows
that each strongly star-screenable Moore space which admits a con-
tinuous, strongly complete semi-metric is metrizable.

An admissible semi-metric d for a Γ2-space S is a distance func-
tion for S such that (1) if each of x and y is a point of S, then
d(x, y) = d{y, x) ^ 0, (2) d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y, and (3) the
topology of S is invariant with respect to d. A semi-metric d for the
space S is said to be strongly complete provided that if Ml9 M2,
is a decreasing sequence of closed sets such that for each i, Mid
{yeS\ d(x{, y) < 1/ΐ} for some x{ e S, then f\MiΦ 0 . A space which
admits a strongly complete semi-metric is said to be strongly com-
plete. A development for a space S is a sequence Gu G2, of open
coverings of S such that, for each n, Gn+1 is a subcollection of Gn9

and for each point p and each open set D containing p, there is an
integer n such that every element of Gn containing p is a subset of
D. A development Gl9 G2, for the space S is said to be complete
(sequentially complete) provided that if Mu M2, is a monotonic
sequence of closed sets such that for each i, Mi c g{ for some ^ e G<
(Mi c st (xif Gt) for some ^ e S ) , then f)Mi^0. A regular space
having a development is a Moore space [1]. A Moore space having a
complete (sequentially complete) development is said to be complete
(sequentially complete). The property of sequential completeness is
due to Traylor in [11]. Although each of strong completeness and
sequential completeness is stronger than completeness in Moore spaces
([8] and [11]), for pointwise paracompact Moore spaces, all three are
equivalent ([4] and [11]). A space S is said to be star-screenable
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(strongly star-screenable) if and only if, for each open covering G of
S, there exists a <7-pairwise disjoint (^-discrete) open covering H of
S which refines {st (x, G)\xe S}.

LEMMA 1. Each sequentially complete Moore space S is strongly
complete.

Proof. Let Gl9 G2, denote a sequentially complete development
for S. Denote by d the "natural semi-metric" for S determined by
this development, i.e., d(x, y) = 0 if x = y and d(x, y) — 1/n, where n
is the first positive integer such that no element of Gn contains both
x and y, if x Φ y. It follows that if Mί9 M2} is a monotonic de-
creasing sequence of closed sets such that for each i, there exists
x{eS such that Mt c {y e S \ d(xi9 y) < 1/i}, then for each i, M{ c
st(Xi, Gi) and f\ Mt Φ 0 . Thus S is strongly complete.

LEMMA 2. Each Moore space S which admits a continuous,
strongly complete semi-metric is sequentially complete.

Proof. Let d denote a continuous, strongly complete semi-metric
for S. For each peS and each positive integer n, let gn{p) denote
an open set containing p such that if xegn(p) and yegn(p), then
d(x,y)<l/n. Now, for each n, let Hn — {gn(p) | p e S). It follows
immediately that Glf G2, , where for each ΐ, G{ = UΓ=* -̂ » ^s a

development for S. It is also a sequentially complete development.
For suppose that Mlf M2, is a monotonic decreasing sequence of
closed sets such that for each i, there exists a point pt such that
Λf{c st (pif Gi), then for each i, MiCi{xeS\ d(x, pd < 1/i} and Π Mi Φ

0 . Thus, S is sequentially complete.

THEOREM 1. Each normal, sequentially complete, star-screenable
Moore space S is metrizahle.

Proof. Denote by Gl9 G2, a sequentially complete development
for S. Each normal star-screenable Moore space is strongly star-
screenable [10]. Thus for each i, let Hi = \Jj Hi3 denote an open
cover of S which refines {st (x, Gi)\xe S} such that Hi5 is discrete
for each j . Since S is normal and each open set in S is the union
of countably many closed sets, for each i and j , let H* = \Jk Hijk

such that for each k, Hijk is open in S and CL (Hijk) c H?. For each
1, j , and k, let Fijk = {Hijk Π h\ h e Hi§} and note that if feFijk, then
CL (/) c st (x, Gi) for some xeS. Now, for each n, let Fn denote a
(7-discrete collection of open sets covering S such that if feFn, then
CL (/) c st (x9 Gn) for some xeS. Let B, = Fι and for each i > 1,
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let Bt denote the α-discrete collection {/Π b\feFi and i e β ^ } . Fi-
nally, let B = U i?; and note that B is a ^-discrete collection of open
sets covering S. However, B is also a basis for S. For let peS
and let Z) be an open set containing p. Then by the construction of
B there exists a sequence of open sets gjj>\ g2(p), such that for
each ί,pe g^p), g^p) e Bi9 gi+1(p) c g^p), and CL (g-(p)) c st (xi9 G<) for
some xi e S. Suppose that for each i9 &(#) Π (S — D) Φ 0. Then
(CL (g^p)) — D), (CL (g2(p)) — -D), is a monotonic decreasing se-
quence of closed sets such that for each i, (CL (g^p)) — D) a st (α ,̂ G4)
for some &< e S. Since Gl9 G2, is a sequentially complete develop-
ment for S, Π (CL (g^p)) - Z?) Φ 0. Thus, let a? e Π (CL (^Q?)) - D)
and note that for each ί, there exist intersecting elements gι and ^2

of Gi which contain x and p respectively. But this contradicts the
fact that Gl9 G2, is a development for S. Thus, for some nf

gn(p) c D and £ is a σ-discrete basis for S. Therefore, S is strongly
screenable, hence metrizable [1],

Heath in [7] defines a Moore space S with the three link property
to be one with a development Gl9 G2y having the three link prop-
erty, i.e., for each two points p and q of S, there exists an n such
that if g19 g2, and g3 are elements of GΛ, gί contains p and intersects
g2, and ^2 intersects g3, then ^3 does not contain q. Zenor has shown
in [12] that A Moore space has the three link property if and only
if it has a regular Ga-diagonal.

THEOREM 2. Each sequentially complete, strongly star-screenable
Moore space S with the three link property is metrizable.

Proof. Without loss of generality, let Gl9 G2, denote a sequen-
tially complete development for S with the three link property. Now,
by a construction similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 1,
let B = U Bi denote a ^-discrete open covering of S such that for
each i9 if b e Biy then b c st (x9 G<) for some x e S. (Note that without
normality, we cannot require CL (δ) c st (x9 GJ.) However, B still
forms a basis for S. For suppose that peS and D is an open set
containing p. Then there exists a sequence of open sets gjj>)9 g%(p)9

such t h a t for each i9pe g^p), g,{p) e Bh gi+ί(p) c gt(p)9 and g,{p) c

st (xi9 G^ for some xi e S. Suppose that for each i, g^p) Π (S — D) Φ
0 . Thus, for each i9 let Piβ g{(p) Π (S ~ D). Consider {pl9 p2, •••}.
Suppose this set has no limit point. Then for each i9 M{ = {pi9 pi+ly •}
is a closed set such that Mi c st (xif G^ for some x4 e S. And since
Gl9 G2, is a sequentially complete development for S, Π Mt Φ 0 .
But if Π Mi Φ 0 , as in the proof of Theorem 2, we contradict the
fact that Gl9 G2, is a development for S. However, if x is a limit
point of {pl9 p29 •}, then for each i, there exists an element gι of Ĝ
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which contains both x and p3- for some j > i. But p3 e g3{p) and
g3{p) c st (xjf G3) for some x3 e £. Thus, there exist intersecting ele-
ments g2 and gz of G3, hence of G*, which contain p and #-,- respec-
tively. Therefore, for each i, there exist elements glf g2, and #3 of
Gi such that gt contains x and intersects g2, g2 intersects g3, and p e g$.
But this contradicts the fact that Glf G2, has the three link prop-
erty. Thus, for some n, gn(p) c D and it follows that B is a c-dis-
crete basis for S. Again, by [1], S is metrizable.

THEOREM 3. Each strongly star-screenable Moore space S which
admits a continuous, strongly complete semi-metric is metrizable.

Proof. By Lemma 2, S is sequentially complete. And from ([2],
Theorem 8) it follows that S has the three link property. Thus, by
Theorem 2, S is metrizable.

The next two theorems show that Theorem 3 is a reasonable
partial answer to question (5) in [10].

THEOREM 4. There exists a strongly star-screenable Moore space
which admits a continuous semi-metric that is not metrizable.

Proof. In [2], Cook gave an example of a separable, nonmet-
rizable Moore space which admits a continuous semi-metric. Since
each separable space is strongly star-screenable, that example has the
desired properties.

THEOREM 5. There exists a Moore space S which admits a con-
tinuous, strongly complete semi-metric which is not metrizable.

Proof. Consider the following Moore space S given by Heath in
[5]. The points of S are all points of the plane on or above the x-
axis. For each positive integer n, define Hn as follows: (1) for p
above the a -axis, {p} e Hn; (2) for each rational number r on the x-
axis, {(r, y)\o ̂  y <; IIn) e Hn; (3) for each irrational number x on the
x-axis, {(t, y)\t = x + y, o ̂  y ^ 1/n} e Hn. Then, (J Hn forms a basis
for S and the sequence Gl9 G2, , where for each i, Gi = \JJ=i H3, is
a development for S. It is easily seen that the "natural semi-metric"
for S with respect to this development has the required properties.
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